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ABSTRACT: Researchers from machine learning community are gaining interest in the development of kernelbased learning algorithms in the recent years. The performance of algorithms totalyrelies on the choice of the
kernel function. Kernel function absolute presents the inner product among a pairof points of a dataset in a
higherdimensional space. The selection of an appropriate kernel for agiven dataset is the crucial and
important dispute in kernel-based learning. Extracting knowledge using unsupervised learning techniques
from a large amount of unlabeled heterogeneous data is a big challenge in big data these days. In this paper
we present a deep literature survey on unsupervised learning methods for knowledge extraction.
Key Words: Unsupervised learning, heterogeneous data, clustering, extreme learning machine, Kernel-based
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I.

Introduction
Kernel-based algorithms have recentlygained a significant attention in machine learning
community. Supervised algorithms such assupport vector machine (SVM) and kernel discriminant analysis
as well as unsupervised algorithms like kernel principle component analysis (kernel-PCA) and support
vector clustering have been successfully applied to various real-world problems. Due to lower error rate
compared toother learning methods, relatively fast training time and elegant compatibility with
highdimensional data these algorithms are the potential solutions to many problems.In most real-world
data analytics problems, a huge amount of data are collected from multiple sources without label
information,which is much with various types, structures, namely heterogeneous data.
II. Literature Survey
Mostly all the existing system uses two learning paradigms. The one is unsupervised deep learning
that utilizes deep models to handle large data complexities. The other one is unsupervised multiple view
learning that leverages heterogeneous information from multiple views/modes.
More recently,
unsupervised MKL [1]-[3] has been studied to tackle the heterogeneous data learning without supervised
labels. Similar to MKL, unsupervised MKL also uses multiple kernels to distill information from various
sources. To enable the learning without supervised labels, it introduces a kernel-based unsupervised
learning objective, e.g. kernel k-means [4], to learn the optimal kernel combination coefficients. Although
unsupervised MKL achieves remarkable performance in unsupervised heterogeneous data learning, most of
the current unsupervised MKL methods are with a slow learning speed.
2.1 Unsupervised Deep Learning
Deep learning[5]allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to
learn representations of data with multiple levels of abstraction. These methods have enhanced the state-ofthe-art in speech recognition, visual object recognition, object detection & many other domains such as drug
discovery and genomics. Deep learning discovers complex structure in large data sets by using the
backpropagation algorithm to indicate how a machine should change its internal parameters that are used
to compute the representation in every layer from the representation in the previous layer. The
unsupervised deep learning method combines an unsupervised objective and deep neural networks to learn
a powerful data representation [6].
Many efforts try to learn unsupervised data representation in adversarial approaches [7]-[9],which
simultaneously take the advantages of both deep generator and deep discriminator. Authors in [8] proposes
a class of CNNs called deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGANs), that have certain
architectural constraints, anddemonstrate that they are a strong candidate for unsupervised learning.
Trainingon various image datasets, they have also show convincing evidence that deep convolutional
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adversarial pair learns a hierarchy of representations from object parts toscenes in both the generator and
discriminator.
Nowadays, deep learning is one of the keenest research trends inmachine learning field. In contrast
to most traditional learning methods, which are believedusing shallow-structured learning architectures,
deeplearning primarily uses supervised &/or unsupervisedstrategies in deep architectures to mechanically
learnhierarchical
representations
[33].
Deep
architecturescan
catchmore
complicated,
hierarchicallylaunched statistical patterns of inputs for attaining tobe adjustive to new areas than
traditional learningtechniques& often outperform state of the artachieved by hand-made features [34]. Deep
beliefnetworks (DBNs) [33,35] & convolutional neuralnetworks (CNNs) [36,37] are two mainstream
deeplearning methods & research directions proposedover the past decade, which have been well
establishedin the deep learning field and shown great promise forfuture work [13].
In the recent years because of the state-of-the-art performance of deeplearning, it has attracted
much attention from theacademic community such as speechrecognition, computer vision, language
processing,and information retrieval [33,38–40]. As the datakeeps getting bigger, deep learning is coming to
play apivotal role in providing predictive analytics solutionsfor large-scale data sets, particularly with
theincreased processing power and the advances ingraphics processors [13]. For example, IBM’sbrain -like
computer [22] and Microsoft’sreal-timelanguage translation in Bing voice search [41]have used techniques
like deep learning toleverage big data for competitive advantage.
2.2 Unsupervised Multiple View Learning
Conventional machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machines, discriminant analysis,
kernel machines, and spectral clustering, concatenate all multiple views intoone single view to adapt to the
learning setting. Still, this chain causes overfitting in the case of a small size training sample & is not
physically significant as each view has a specific statistical property. In contrast tosingle view learning,
multi-viewlearning as a new prototypebrings in one function to model aparticular view & jointlyoptimizes
all the functions to exploit the redundant views of the same input data &improve the learning performance.
Therefore, multi-view learning has been receiving more attention.
Authors in [21] presents a new optimized kernel k-means algorithm (OKKC) which combines duple
data sources for clusteringanalysis. An alternating minimization framework is used to modify the cluster
membership & kernel coefficients as a non convex issue. The problem to reduce the cluster membership &
the kernel coefficients are all based on the same Rayleigh quotient objective. OKKC has a simpler procedure
& lower complexity. After that, the work in [2] proposes a Heterogeneous mEtric Learning with hIerarchical
Couplings (HELIC for short) for this type of categorical data. HELIC catches both low-level value-to-attribute
& high-level attribute-to-class hierarchical couplings, & reveals the intrinsic heterogeneities embedded in
each level of couplings. Authors in [1] present a robust kmeans using `2;1-norm in the feature space and
then extend it to the kernel space. To recap the powerfulness of kernel methods, author further propose a
novel robust multiple kernel k-means (RMKKM) algorithm that simultaneously finds the best clustering
label, the cluster membership and the optimal combination of multiple kernels. An alternating iterative
schema is developed to find the optimal value.
A novel MKC algorithm with a "local" kernel alignment[3] , which only requires that the similarity of
a sample to its k-nearest neighbours be aligned with the ideal similarity matrix. Such an alignment helps the
clustering algorithm to focus on closer sample pairs that shall stay together and avoids involving unreliable
similarity evaluation for farther sample pairs. Also a new optimization problem to implement this idea, and
design a two-step algorithm to efficiently solve it is proposed.The proposed model[22] introduces the
concept of mapping function to make the different patterns from different pattern spaces comparable and
hence an optimal pattern can be learned from the multiple patterns of multiple representations. Under this
model, we formulate two specific models for two important cases of unsupervised learning, clustering and
spectral dimensionality reduction; an iterating algorithm is derived for multiple view clustering, and a
simple algorithm providing a global optimum to multiple spectral dimensionality reduction. They also
extend the proposed model and algorithms to evolutionary clustering and unsupervised learning with side
information.
Table 1 COMPARISON OF MACHINE LEARNING TECHNOLOGIES[22]
Learning
Data processing task Distinct form
Learning algorithm
Types
Supervised
Classification/Regress Computational
Support vector machine[23]
learning
ion/Estimation
classifiers
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Statistical classifiers

Unsupervised
learning

Clustering/Prediction

Connectionist
classifiers
Parametric
Nonparametric

Naïve Bayes[24]
Hidden Markov model[25]
Bayesian networks[26]
Neural networks[27]
K-means[28]
Gaussian mixture model[29
Dirichlet process mixture
model[29]
X-means[28]

III. Conclusion
In this paper a deep literature survey is presented on unsupervised data learning approaches we
have therefore reviewed several currenttrends of multi-view learning and deep learning. Through analyzing
these different approaches to the integration of multiple views, we observe that they mainly dependon either
the consensus principle or the complementary principle to ensure their success.Although unsupervised MKL
achieves remarkable performance in unsupervised heterogeneous data learning, most of the current
unsupervised MKL methods are with a slow learning speed. So there is a need of to develop a system
adaptively adjust the base kernels to fit the dynamic heterogeneousdata distributions.
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